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STATEMENT O F : 
D.O.B. /M/W '"£-, / f £ 3 , 
ADDRESS ^ ^ ^ & T / f 5 P />,T / f PHDNC 7 g ^ - / % ? 
i />AOci. / }cJ6 £ g , do give this statement to F^ ' * / * ? / 
of the North Ogden Police Departrnent of in/ own free will. 
I understand that I have the right to remain silent, that anything I say can aixi 
vail be used against rae in court; that if at any time during this statement and 
questioning I decide to stop talking, I may do so. I understand that I have the right 
to talk with an attorney and have an attorney with ma during this statement and 
questioning. If I cannot afford an attorney, one will be appointed for me free of chore 
Having the /ibove rights in mind, I voluntarily give the following stat>ement. 
5^-7 -5^0 Y^.ATTLO A T ttxc r*«-C> Jo 1*: *•* /^^T
m 
6c/ /Oi £T< UC fUj>, r-H&" rrw i'^Mtfgl 
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T^s * * ^ c Mc. 
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&L POLICE DEPARTT^Vl 
ROBBERY 
STTJEMEOT OF: 
NAME Lance Robert A lk i re D.O.B. 
ADDRESS 484 E. 1950 N. F110NE 
May 12, 1963 
782-1764 
1
 Lance Robert Alkire , do give th is statenent to Det. Kevin Warren 
: zte Itorth Ocden rolice Department of iry own free w i l l . 
Statement taken on 5-2-90 at 1400 hours. 
On Apr i l 24th at approx. 9:57 I a r r ived at my place of employment which is 7-11 on Wash. 
Blvd. My wi ' . j was wi th me and I went in and clocked in and t o l d the Cc.>hier, Becky, that 
I was going out to help my wife put a i r i n the t i r e s . As soon as I got back into the store 
the normal 10:00 rush h i t . AT approx. 10:36 PM the telephone rang. Becky anwsered the 
phone and there was si lence on the phone and she hung the phone up. Jenni fer , another 7-11 
employee, came into the store to get some groceries and she and Becky began to t a l k un t i l 
about 11:05 inside the s tore . They talked in f r o n t of the store and a .'.out that time I ca l l 
my wi fe to make sure she got home ok and things were ok at the house. I hung up the phone 
about 11:12 because another customer had come in to the store . He was a male caucasion and 
we talked for a few minutes about his t ruck . The reason we spoke about his truck is I 
noticed a for sale sign on his windshield. Last night on May 1st he came back into the 
store and I learned his name and his place of employment. His name is Robert Girard and 
he works at L i t t l e Caesers in North Ogden. At 11; IS the telephone rang and there was 
s i lence on the other end. I was about to hang the phone up when I heard 4 h e l l o ' s . 
I was about to hang the phone up and when I ask the person on the other end of the l i n e 
what I could do to help horn i t was a males voice on the other end and he said " I f you 
cooperate and don't panic no-one w i l l get h u r t . " '^Ihave a shotgun pointed at your head." 
My f i r s t ins t inc t was that someone was playing a prac t ica l joke . When he became nervous I 
rea l i zed that this was not a joke and I should t a K i t ser ious. He then said "Listen 
mother fucker I do have the gun pointed at your head and I w i l l k i l l you i f you don't do 
what I asju^ He then said take the money out of the safe and the t i l l and put i t into 
bags and s i t the money on the f l o o r . He then made reference to the Tidal Safe and to ld 
me to [^^arfljnj^jip <iafp tg ^ p nnrp mnnpy nut About 11:23 a customer pulled up to the 
gas pump and got some gas, $3.25f and the man on the phone said "Be cool , don't panic, 
s i t the atone down*and wait on the customer j u s t as i f nothing were happening." 
- Srcoj^z ASjAji, Date S~Z-?c? wit--•-*«;'• y^l^ s*9 n a ^ C J . ^ 
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90-855 
Statement of Lance Robert Alkire 
The customer came and went and that is when I first touched the safe to drop some money out 
The man on the other end said to wave the money at me. I waved a $10.00 bill. He then 
proceeded to ask me questions about my family, if I was married. I told him no. If I had 
any children and I told him no. He ask me if I lived in North Ogden and I told him no. 
I told him that I was single, I had no children and that I lived in Brigham City.. He ask 
me if I was a student going to school down at Weber State and I told him no that I was up 
to Utah State. He then proceeded to tell me about his family, that he had 3 children ages 
10, 8, & 4. He then said to program the safe again and get some more money out of the safe 
Another customer pulled up to the gas pumps and he told me to move away from the job appli-
cation signs that are on the window and move where he could see me. K<rsaid to'wave the 
money again when it came out of the safe. The customer finished with his gas purchase of 
$5.50. His vehicle was a blue Dodge Caravan, the hood of his van was pointed west. He star 
washing the back window. The man on the pbGne then said "This customer had better hurry or 
I will put a 44 slug in the back of his head." He then proceeded to ask me about the mer-
chandise in the store. I told him that the only thing of any value h^re are the beer and 
cigerattes. He then said he wanted toys and clothes for he and his children. He then told 
me to move away from the counter and start filling the 7-11 sack with merchandise. I moved 
away from the counter and put in the bag sunglasses, the Coors Beer Stein, some beach towel 
there was a sweat shirt that I had taken from the shelf and put in the bag. I also filled 
with matchbox cars, playing cards ,• crayons, and a toy called a rocket ball. I came back to 
the counter and picked up the telephone and he said he wanted the orange and green nats aDc 
my head. I put an orange Coors hat in the Dag and a green Park City hat in the bag, and on 
or two Jazz t-shirts in the bag. He then asked me to program the safe again and to wave th 
money again in front of the window. He then said that I would have something exciting to t 
my girlfriend, that I had been robbed at gun point. He then said "This is a boring robbery 
because I didn't get to hurt anyone, because you have cooperated so well." He then sa-id 
he had just lost his job as a carpenter and needed the money to go see his kics in Calif. 
He then said "Now hit the safe one more time and give me some time to figure out what I wan 
to do next." I suggested that I take the money and merchandise and sit them c the bus ben 
on the south side of the store. He disagreed and said I should take the money and sit it 
in front of the dumpster which are located on the north side of the store. I then said I a 
not leaving the store until I have some type of guarantee that your not around so that I 
dont get hurt. He then said to wait 2 minutes and let me move away from the store. He sai 
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Statement of Lance Robert AUire 
I seperated the money and merchandise into four bags. He then told me to leave the towels 
the floor and s i t the money and merchandise by the dumpsters. I then proceeded out and did 
what I was told and sit them by the dumpster. I came back, picked up the phone, he said dc 
call the cops and don't call your manager and I won't k i l l you. Then he hung up the phoned 
A female customer came into the store and I said wery non-chalantly "Walk back to. your car 
l ike you forgot something and go to Smith's and dial 911 and t e l l the police to come in the 
back way with no sirens. That was approx. at 11:50. Another customer came in and wanted 
to know i f anything was wrong and I said we have had a robbery in here and the police are c 
the way. He purchased $10.00 worth of gas. About 11:52 Officer Hadley showed up, 
Q. How long have you worked for 7-11? 
A. Since Feb. of this year. 
Q. Why didn't you just hand up on this man when he f i r s t called? 
A. I didn't know where he was at or i f he had a weapon. 
Q. How did you get to work that night? 
A. My wife brought me to work. 
Q. Does your wife usually give you a ride to work? 
A. Yes. 
What did the male cal ler 's voice sound l ike? 
There was an accent, i t was a Southern accent but not real ly deep southern. 
Did he specifically ask for certain items other than money? 
He wanted toys for the kids, and he specif ical ly ask for the green and orange hats aoove 
my head. For some reason he didn't want food stuff . 
Q. 
n 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
How many times did you take money out of the cash register for this man? 
One time out of the till. 
How much was that? 
Approx. $16.06. 
What were the denomiations of the bil ls?
 eA 
There was a 5, a few ones and a 2 dollar b i l l . A~o s^^e cA<^v-
Did you count this money before you put i t in the bag? 
No I did not. 
How did you know that there was S16.06 in the t i l l ? 
When my manager came in she performed the shi f t change duties. ^ ^ A" T ^ « ^ C < > '•*•-* ~<c< 
How much was taken out of the Tidal Safe? 
/: ^^sii 
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Q. 
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Q. 
A . 
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A . 
Q. 
A . 
Q. 
A . 
Q . 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
$40.00 
How many times did you have to activate the safe to get $40.00 out? 
4 times. 
How often can you despence money out of this machine? 
Every two minutes. 
How long were you on the phone with this man? 
Approx. 30 minutes. 
Shouldn't you have been able to get more than $40.00 out during that 30 minutes? 
Yes. 
Then why wasn't there .uore that $40.00 despenced from the safe in that 30 minutes? 
According to company policy we are supposed to cooperate with a robber and I was only 
going to* do what I was told. 
So then the only times you ejected money from the safe was when he requested some? 
Yes. 
Did you take everything that you had bagged for the robber and s i t i t outside by the 
dumpster? 
Everything except the beach towels. 
Why didn't you take out the beach towels? 
Because he ask me to seperate the money and merchandise into as few bags as possible. 
Why didn't you take the beach towels out with the other bags? 
Because the beach towels wouldn't f i t into the other bags with the mercnandise. 
How many bags of merchandise and money did ycu s i t ty the dumpster? 
3 bags, 2 with merchandise and one with money. 
What part cf the store Gid you acutally f i l l the bags with merchandise and money? 
The 3rd isle on the right hand side and the 2nd is le on the right hand side and the 
hats and jazz shirts were above my head and behind me. 
So then why did ' t you take out the bag with the beacn towels? 
Hr told me over the phone to take as few bags as possible ?:.d to leave the beach towels 
in the store. 
Where were the beach towels positioned inside the store? 
The 3rd is le , the 3rd shelf down just under the Beer Steins. 
Did the suspect have any idea of what you were putting inside the bags? 
No, he just said to f i l l i t with merchandise, specif ical ly toys & shirts. 
Then how could he have known that you bagged the beach towels? 
When 1 c^e ba^l^o the counter he ask me what merchandise I had oicked UD. 
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Cont. I then proceeded to te l l him what I had put in the bags. 
Q..Did this man mention the names of his children? 
A. No, just that he had two boys and a g ir l . 
Q. Did he say where in Calif, that they were residing? 
A. No, he just made reference to Calif. 
Q. Did he say what contractor he had worked for? 
A. There was no mention of his previous employment, just that he was a carpenter. 
Q. Was there any back ground noise while this man was talking on the phone that you would 
rennjrrfTB? " 
A. Yes there were t r a f f i c noises. 
Q. Did these noises coinside with cars driving by at the same time? 
A. Yes^ 
Q. Approx. how many cars drove by the store during this robbery? 
A. 6 vehicles, 3 trucks, two cars and a motorcycle. 
Q. Did you recognize this mans voice as someone that you know? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you have anything to do with this theft or robbery? 
A. No, I was just the victim. 
Q. Is this voluntary statement true and correct to the best of your knowledge and belief? 
A. Yes i t is. 
Q. Is there anything that you would like to add to this statement? 
A. EArlier in the robbery I waved my arm. He told me that I had waved my arm 4 times and 
then told me that if I did anything without him telling me that he would kill me. 
Q. Is there anything else that you would like to add? 
A. No. 
End of statement 1525 hours. 
rY 
North Ogden City Police Department 
Investigative Nar rative 
STOLEN PROPERTY: 1-S2.00 BILL (BAIT MONEY) SEP.* Gc-0-662^ with initials 
LB on the back side. 
ASSORTED $10. $5. $1. DOLLAR BILLS AND CHANGE $56.05 
1- ORANGE COORS BASEBALL CAP $5.9? 
1- PARK CITY BASEBALL CAP $5.99 
1- GREEN UTAH JAZZ T-SHIRT $8.99 
1- COORS 19BB EDITION BEER STEIN $11.99 
1- WHITE COCA COLA T-SHIRT $9.99 
1- ROCKET BALL TOY $3.99 
1- DECK. (DOYLE) PLAYING CARDS (RED) $2.79 
1- PKG. SIDEWALK CHALK $1.99 
4- MATCHBOX TOY CARS (4 3 *1.£? EA. ) $5.96 
10-PAIR COORS BLACK RIM SUNGLASSES v!0 3 $6.99)- $69.90 
TOTAL $183.63 
I was dispatcher to tne North Ogaen 7-11 store on a report of i theft :n 
:-*Q'?re = = » I arrives at 2753 h»-s. I COLKIC see in tne store ana couTanoi ess 
a oroDiem at this time. I contacteo the complainant *vno is tne clerk in the 
sto,_e ana ne talc me the following. At 2715 no-trs a male person phonec tne 
store ano said to the clerr that he was outsioe watching him and he hac a 
shotgun. He gave the clerr instructions tc put the cash register money in a 
bag as well as asso^teo merchandise. The cler- was instructed to put the 
money in one Dag anc the merchancise &~d toys in another. The caller said ne 
wa.s watching <L"«im anc wouic snoot him if he -aileo to do as instructed. The 
z 1 er I- asi-ed the caller if this was a joke. Tne caller saic it was not. The 
c 1 er i told tne man '* If you are watching me now ma.n> times am I waving my 
arms'"1' Tne '.an on the pnone saic «£ times whic~ was right. The caller tolc 
tne clerr to get the money out o + the safe as well as the cash register. 
Tne cle'-t tcld the caller he co'.-ld not get into the safe. The caller told tn 
clerr he was familiar with the 7-11 "^IDAL" sare ±~-d. told him to r eep pushing 
tne buttons until the mone> Ccn't^r o^t o^  the sa~"e. ~r,€= TIDAL money machine •-• = 
by 7 11 is onl\ able to g:.e o-t $10.0O at a time about every 2 minutes for 
cashing 1 =•'• ge money Dills. """ne ca 1 lei* appa^ertl> r new t"is anc told tne 
ilerr wnat to do to get the mone\ Gut. The caller r ept the clerv on the 
.-me l n t o the s tor e wh lie he w*= on 
bber told m m he wa= watihing and ii he said ar-vthing to the customers he 
plane to see them if this hadn't taken so long. The caller saic he nas a C, 
4, ana U? year old children one o-f which is a girl. The robber told the 
clerl- he wanted him to put towels, assorted merchandise, and some toys in 
the bags for his children. The above listed items were placed i:. three 
bags. The towels were in a fourth bag but were never taken outside with the 
othe-- three. The caller told the clerl- to take the bags ojtside. The clert 
suggested he take them to the bus bench on 2600 N. in front of tne store. 
The caller told him "no" to put them by the dumpster north of the front 
entrance. The clerk complied and did as requested. The clerk said he saw nc 
one as he exited the store. The clerk went back inside and waiteo aoou.t Z 
minutes then called police. The caller told him not to call the police or hi 
was a dead man. The items and cash taken were all placed in a w m t e with 
green, and orange 7-11 plastic bags. 
At about 2330 hours I turned up 2600 N. enroute to the Police Offices, < 
block above the 7-11 store. I noticed a man on the north telepnone in front 
of the 7-11 store. I did not see a vehicle, none was visible. T^e man 
was leaning against the building partially obstructed by the telephone 
booth. I could only see that he had dark pants and a royal blue shirt. His 
hair was dark and his iac& was hidden by the phone booth. I cor.tinned on to 
the office as this in itself was not an unusual or suspicious activity. I 
was at the office about 15 minutes when I received the call on tne robbery. 
As I pulled into the north side of the store to investigate the call 
another person also just pulled into the parking lot in a truck Dulling a 
horse trailer and went over and began to use this same telephone. 
This man was older, balding driving a newer model pickup truck. 
1 checv.ed the area around the 7-11 store for telephones that ma> have beer, 
used where the robber could see the store clerk. There ars no telephones 
except the two side by side on the north side of the store? However irom 
-L. nor see into the store wnere tne cieTT ana cash 
cnecked the surrounding ousinesses to see if one had been 
unlawfully entered by the caller to use tne phone wnere he woulc be able to 
see the clerk and cash register in the store. No business's were found to c 
disturbed. There is the possibility of a car phone being usee, or tne 
person in the blue shirt in front o( the store *»as the one mature t~e call. 
The time frame fits the person in the blue shirt that was on the telepnone 
at the same time the robbery was committee. 
Z<ecause tne caller talked about his famil, in California, anc .-equestec 
to/s ;or nis c m lor en and talked about being or, a plane tc California, I 
contactec Security at the Salt Lake Airport. I tc-ld them of the roobery, 
the single male in a blue shirt, possibly carrying 7-11 bags anc possibly 
bj.ymg an airline ticket to California, as being a felony roDber> suspect. 
Ths airport security saic they woulc watch for =u:r. a person ant cent act 
NGF'D _f one was founc. 
Earlier this date I heard an ATL broadcast on tne raoio for a paranoic 
= r itsophrenic person that was a parolee. I was T a m liar with f~i = zarson 
anc ne lives in the Nort'i Cgden area. 1 r new that ne *vas recently 
;ro(Ti tne prison on a variety of cnarges inducing -felony thefts. T m s 
person is •Norman RHEAD. I contacted Utah Parole Cfficers L>nn ~ART and 
en CINGHAM, ihe/ met me at the 7-11 store. I informed them i •«/ ~ v.: t cr t L.» uf u? tr • 
— T * ... ei iu t ~ c f - ' . u t r s t s ~*ad& b> t n e r ubbe?r f ot~ a s s o r t e d T i e r c n a n o i s e as 
n z - n e , . ~he T a r o l e O f f i c e r s s a i d t h e > w o u l c go t o t h e r<HZf-Z r e s i c e n c e anc 
cui^rCi O f t Norman as p o s s i o l y b e i n g a s u s p e c t . I **as n o t . + i ec a = r , o r t t i i~ te 
l a t e r * t h a t Norman was c h e c k e d o u t anc n o n e o f t h e a b o v e l i s t e d p ' o p e . ' t y v^a 
f o u n c a t t n e RnEAD r e s i d e n c e . The • " ' a r o l e O f f i c e r c i d sa> - o w e s e r t n a t 
Norman " f r e a l - e d o u t **nen q u e s t i o n e d and had t o De p h y s i c a l l y r e = t K a i n e o . 
Norman was ta.f .en t o Mcf ay ^'s v c h i a t r I c bv T a r o l e C * f i c e ^ s f o r h : = o u t o f 
nor did he ever enter the store. The only contact made between -.he robber 
and the clerl was by telephone. The clerk described his voice' as being a 
male possibly around 30-4* years old, with an accent. The accerr. was 
described as possible southern, but he was not sure. The -Fourth bag 
containing the towels asked -for by the caller was left in the store by 
mistale b> ^  the ci er k. He only carried out 3 of the 4 bags. It is unsown 
ho~ mwuh «_.f the t-56.05 was tat en -From the cash register and how much from 
the "TIDAL" change machine. The clerk said an unknown female customer came 
in just after the robbery occured. He instructed her to go to a phone and 
call 911 and not to act nervous. The lady was driving a tan Dodes Caravan. 
I reformatio., on this customer will be obtained throuah Weber Dispatch by 
investigating Detectives. The clerk also waited about 2 minutes then calls-
Police himself when he thought he was out of danger from the caller. 
Investigation to continue. 
SGT. R. KADLEY 
05/02/90 
V I C T I M : u c f i c e R. AU-'.IRE 
v** • i t • in • 
D.O.B. 5/12/63 
484 E. 1950 N. 
No. Ogden, Utah 
782-1764 
At approximately 14:00 hours on 05/02/90, the victim listec abcv», 
Lance AL!,IKE arrived at the No. Ogden Police Department and gave me a 
derailec statement. The statment in questio- is in rsosres ±o '"e = v=,-,^  = 
that t:-ar.spired or, the night of 4/24/90 when he was roobec b- an unknown" 
male ^ni.e wording for 7-11, 416 E. 2600 N. Tor additional information 
<_-jn-_e.'..ing rubbery, see attached statement. 
Det. Kevin WARREN 
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^ CATTELAN, I was told by So. Dcoen ^ol;ze that he z.,t , 
-heir ^ irt^ -- . i^ew^last night and requested an attome> be present. I spo-e 
i t h >J}&.t v W E W A R D i r OiTi i u r U j ^h t f i l r^ .-.. ir- •*- v * • * • . - , - . r-* r - ~ ' 
^_ ^ wtroei uuLif icy n t t u f n e / 5 0 - f t i c e and he s«ric . t 
• - --- - - « . .r.n A - , in fo»-mec h i r r of t h e 
warning *»~id he agreed to waive same. CA~7ELAN then confessed to robbying 
the North Ogden 7-11 store about 1 to 2 ^eef = ago by using the pay 
telephone in front of the business. CA77ELAN gcve ii»e a voluntary written 
statement regarding his involvement in tnis case. CATTELAN stated that 
at approMmatley 23:00 hours during a wear night 1 to 2 weei s ago he 
telephones a male clerk wording at the 7-11 store in No. Ogden 
&nci threatened m m to cooperate and do a- he sa*d and noboc-> would 
get hurt. CATTELAN instructed the clerl- that he wanted all the mone> 
in the cash register to be placed in a bag. 7he cleri- informeo him 
there was only $20.00 in the till but the money machine kicr.ec out T-10.00 
every 2 minutes. I asked CATTELAN I f he threatened the clerk by telling 
him he had a shotgun p o m tec at his heap and he said, '"No.1 The c I er K 
asked him if he wanted anything else besides the money ITTe cigarettes or 
beer and he told the clerk no because he didn't smoke or drink. ie then 
told the clerk to put toys in a separate bag for his children and the money 
in another bag. CATTELAN said was on the phone for about 15 minutes while 
he waited for $10.00 to be dispensed out of a money machine everv two minutes 
During the robbery, -^TTr! Al" "••••"' ' • • • JT^-*-—<-.-. -.•=.-.,-.=>.-: +-Htg. tT>o~ev so he coulc 
visit m s 3 children in California. CA7""CLAN . s retiree from tne I.R.S. in 
7- esno^ La* i tornia. ne a. so toia the clerk he was unempi Oyeo at the time 
ano may have even told him he was a carpenter. CATTELAN is not sure if he 
revealed the sexes of his 3 children and their ages. Me was just making 
conversation to pass the time away. I askec CATTELAN how marvy customers 
visited 7~ 1_1 riMr'nri the robbery and he said oneT He said there was a **nite 
a^ male in a van that bought gas. CATTELAN rememoers the man in the van 
because he washed his windows and it made him uncomfor table because he took 
so long. I asked CATTELAN where he placed the phone call + *-om and he 
Scic i> om the pay phone in front of 7-11.
 :-ie asr.er the cle-'r to put all 
the money in one bag and the merchanGiae in anotner. After the zlerr hao 
done as he was instructed, CAT7ELAN then told him to place the bags by the 
oar baga oumpster: on the North side of the building. I asked CATTELAN if 
this was m s decision or the cierr.s ana he said it was his out * tne clerr 
:id asr him if he wanted the bags put on the LJ7A bus oencn prior to his 
request tnat tne bags be left by the gar oage u^moster . J^ "'ELA'- saia that 
ne remembers tne clerk* asr.ing him to ma.r e a. guarantee that he wc-ul:,"': get n«. 
wn?": ne or ought tne bags ojt so CATTELAr assurer m m -.otn-g wo.,1: n&ccen 
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WILLIAM F. DAINES, NO. 0805 
WEBER COUNTY ATTORNEYS OFFICE 
7TH FLOOR MUNl£>AL BUILDING 
OGDEN, UT 84401 
TELEPHONE: 399-8377 
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS A. CATTELAN, 
Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANTS MOTION TO 
CORRECT SENTENCE 
CASE NO. 901900317 
JUDGE STANTON M. TAYLOR 
COMES NOW William F. Daines, Deputy County Attorney, who hereby submits the 
ensuing memorandum in opposition to defendants motion to correct a five to life 
sentence imposed by the aforementioned court on June 3,1991. It is the position of the 
State of Utah that both the charge and the sentence were correct. 
FACTS 
On April 24, 1990 at or about 11:15 p.m. Lance Robert Alkire was working as a 
clerk at the 7-11 store, 416 East 2600 North, North Ogden, Utah. He answered the 
phone at this time and heard a maie voice say "if you cooperate and don't panic, no one 
wiii get hurt. I have a shotgun pointed at your head". Mr. Alkire's first instinct was that 
he was the victim of a practical joke. The caller then said "listen mother fucker, I do have 
the gun pointed your head and I will kill you if you don't do what I ask". Mr. Alkire then 
followed the callers instructions, filled a bag full of merchandise and money, left it by 
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some outside dumpsters, and returned to the store. When Mr. Alkire next looked, the 
merchandise was gone. On May 3,1990 defendant Cattelan admitted to Detective Kevin 
Warren of the North Ogclen City Police Department that he was the caller, but denied he 
had threatened the use of a weapon. 
At the time of the plea on July 16, 1990, defendant Cattelan was represented by 
John T. Caine. Mr. Caine explained to the courtthat the negotiation was an "Alfred" type 
plea in which case number 901900317 would be amended to allege Aggravated Robbery 
under subsection (b) of the applicable statute which alleges "serious bodily injury" as the 
basis for aggravation. (Transcript T.4 at LNS. 18 through 24). Mr. Caine was referring 
to North Carolina vs. Alford 400 US 25, 27 LEd 2nd 162, 91 Supreme Court 160 (1970) 
which among other things permits a defendant to plead guilty without admitting guilt to 
avoid a greater penalty. The piea to which Mr. Caine referred would allow defendant 
Cattelan to escape the penalty enhancement of one or up to five additional years for the 
use of a firearm. (Transcript P.5, LNS. 9, 10). It was however made plain to the 
defendant at the time of the piea that the basis of the Aggravated Robbery cnarge in this 
case was the threatened use of a firearm. (Transcript P.6, LN. 4; P.9, LN. 14). Since the 
plea itself was in the nature of an Alford plea, no admission on the part of Cattelan to the 
threat was necessary. 
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ISSUE 
Did the threat to use a firearm constitute Aggravated Robbery under Section 76-6-
302, or Robbery under 76-6-301, as of April 24, 1990? 
ARGUMENT 
Effective April 24, 1989, or exactly one year before the date of this robbery, the 
Aggravated Robbery statute in Utah, 76-6-302 UCA 1953 (as amended), reads as follows, 
as applied to this case: 
(1) A person commits Aggravated Robbery if in the course of committing a 
Robbery, he 
(a) Uses or threatens to use a dangerous weapon as defined in Section 
76-1-601. 
Section 76-1-601(5) defines a "dangerous weapon" as follows: 
11
 any item capable of causing death or serious bodily injury, or a facsimile 
or representation of the item, and: 
(a) the actors use or apparent intended use of the item leads the victim to 
reasonable believe the item is likely to cause death or serious bodily injury; 
or 
(b) the actor represents to the victim verbally or in any other manner that he is 
in control of such item" 
Utah's Aggravated Robbery statute in effect prior to April 24,1989 read differently. 
Subsection (1)(a) previously quoted then read: 
"uses a firearm or a facsimile of a firearm, knife or a facsimile of a knife or 
a deadly weapon." (cf. amendment note to 76-6-302 UCA (1953) (1990 
replacement))." 
Because the victim did not see Cattelan, the analysis he propounds in his motion 
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might have been correct before the 1989 amendment. However, on the date of this 
offense, the threat to use a dangerous weapon clearly fit within the Aggravated Robbery 
statute in effect at that time. 
CONCLUSION 
On April 24, 1990 defendant Cattelan took property from Mr. Alkire against this 
will by threatening to kill him with a shotgun. A shotgun obviously fits well within the 
definition of dangerous weapon. Because of the threat, this constituted Aggravated 
Robbery. There is no illegal sentence to correct. Defendants motion should be 
dismissed. 
DATED this ^ day of April, 1992. 
WILLIAM F. DAIN£S 
DEPUTY WEBER COUNTY ATTORNEY 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS MOTION TO CORRECT SENTENCE to: 
DOUGLAS A. CATTELAN 
ATTORNEY PRO SE 
P.O. BOX 550 
GUNNISON, UT 84634 
DATED this Q1^ day of April, 1992. 
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identical with or substantially equivalent to the corp.mor.-hiu def ini t ion/ Even 
where the language o( the statute lias been variec Milnciernf. r > sustain, bv a 
literal interpretat ion, a narrower definition, c o u r s generally have refused to 
presume that :he legislature intended to change :he nature f Hie crime as 
unders tood at common law.4 
, 3i!B Exception: In at least one instance, ^a tutorv language depar t ing 
substantially from the common-law definition lias been held to accomplish 
such a change, on the theory thai bv speaking oi a "wrongful taking" 
ia ther than a "felonious taking" in the statutorv definition or robberv, the 
statute does not incorporate the intent requi rement of :he common-law 
crime.5 
Both at common law and under the statutes. r he gist of the offense is the 
force or intimidation employed to accomplish the taking.6 
Robberv is a felony at common law.7 It is also an infamous offense, and it 
has been held that it remains such, notwiths tanding that h ma v. bv statute, be 
punished, m the discretion of the trial court, bv impr isonment m jail, as in the 
(dse of a simple misdemeanor . s 
I I I I A O / C : Ende r the Model Penal Code, a person is guiii\ of robberv it, 
in the course of commit t ing a theft, lie: (a) mi l i a s serious bodilv injury 
upon another; or (b) threatens ano the r with or" pu rposed outs him in fear 
>! immediate serious bodilv injur. ; or (c) commits or threatens immedi-
ately to commit anv felonv of the first or second degree/3 
§ 2. Robbery distinguished from related offenses. 
Elie distinguishing characteristics 'd robberv .ire that die taking of the 
property is irom the person or in rhe immediate p:esen<e of one in possession 
thereot and accomplished either bv force or violence or bv iniimidation. actual 
or constructive, ol such a nature •> to out the person m lear or cause 
reasonable apprehension oi daniier.10 I h e curnes >f extort ion, false pre tenses , 
and Ian env are distinguishable irom r >bber\ primarily bv the anse rue of force 
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authorizing more se-.ere penalties where robberv is commuted bv a person 
armed with a dangerous or deadly weapon.JU 
8111.Wcv Under ;hc Model Penal ('•••de. : • bbery i> ordir.arih a felom of 
the second decree, but is a ieinnv o; the first degree it in the course of 
committing the theft, the actor attempts to kill am one. or purposely 
inflicts or attempts to inflict serious bodilv injury.** 
§ 4. Highway robbery and holdups. 
The crime known as *'highway robbery'' usually differs from robbery in 
general onlv in the place where it is committed.22 In at least one jurisdiction, 
"highway robbery" was at one time a distinct olfense, but the distinction is no 
longer recognized.23 Robbery "bv holdup," although originally applied to the 
stopping and robbing of traveling parties, is now applied to robberv in general 
bv the use of force or putting in fear.24 
§ 5. Armed robbery; generally. 
Some statutes make special provision regarding robbery with firearms, or bv 
the use of a dangerous or deadly weapon.25 These sometimes provide that 
robberv perpetrated bv a person armed with a dangerous or deadly weapon is 
robberv in the first degree.28 The intent of such statutes is to prevent the kind 
of violence that often attends the use of a deadlv weapon in the commission of 
robberv.27 
Thus, the gravamen of the offense of armed robberv is the endangering or 
threatening of human life by the use or threatened use of firearms or other 
dangerous weapons in the perpetration oi or m the attempt to perpetrate the 
crime of robberv.241 Under some of these statutes, armed robberv is regarded 
as a separate crime.29 Under others, the statute creates no new offense. It does 
not add to or subtract from the common-law offense of robberv except to 
provide thai, when firearms or other dangerous weapons are used in its 
commission, more severe punishment mav be imposed.:;o 
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J 6. Dangerous v/capons within c o n t e m p l a t i o n of a r m e d r o b b e r y s ta tu te . 
Manv statuti;- define the crime of armed robberv as robberv commit ted with 
a specified im::Amient or other dangerous weapon. 
Sl l l .V^/e : A statute defining die crime of armed robber , m terms includ-
ing the phrase "or other dangerous weapon" is not void ior vagueness, 
because the language "pistol, knife, or other dangerous weapon ' ' conveys 
a sufhciemiv deimite warning as to the proscribed conduct , when mea-
sured bv t ' .mmon unders tand ing and practice. '1 
A dangerous weapon per se with.in a statute prohibit ing a rmed robberv with 
a dangerous weapon is any ins t rument which, when used in the m a n n e r 
contemplated bv us design and construct ion, will, or is likelv to, cause death 
or great bodih harm.4- Under a statute of this tvpe, weapons des igned for 
dangerous and deadiv use, such as guns and blackjacks, establish first-degree 
robberv as a matter of law. O the r instrumentali t ies, such as razors, pocket 
knives, and various sharp or heavy objects, are not weapons in the strict sense, 
yet mav become such according to the manner of" use; whether they const i tute 
a "dangerous or deadiv weapon" is a quest ion of fact ior de te rmina t ion in 
each case.43 For instance, some courts state that a knife is a dangerous weapon 
per .se.44 Thus , a folding knife used bv the defendant was a deadiv weapon as a 
matter of law. where the defendant approached an employee of a res taurant 
with a knife, described bv the employee as a "small knife o p e n e d " in the 
defendant 's hand, and threa tened to cut her throat if she moved while the 
defendant 's accomplice was lifting a box containing some money from behind 
the counter.4 5 And a pocket knife with a 3-inch blade was held to be a deadly 
weapon per se because a knife mav produce death even though the stab or 
thrust does not reach a vital organ of the human bodv ,G 
O the r courts maintain that the manne r of a knife's use dur ing a robberv is 
controll ing and must be proven.47 A n u m b e r of robberv « ases, reasoning a long 
these lines, denv that a pocket or clasp knife is a deadiv or dangerous weapon 
per se for the purpose of establishing an enhanced or aggravated criminal 
offense.4* r o r example, a defendant who, upon enter ing a taxicab, had placed 
his open pocket knife against the s tomach of the driver of the cab, o rdered the 
driver to rlnve in a certain direction, and eventually forced the driver out of 
the car, was armed with a deadiv weapon at the time of the commission of the 
robberv, because the manner m which the pocket knife was used was hkelv to 
produce death r cause great bociiiv injury, even though die length of the 
4 1. Siou; . i )a l ] i i -a ( Ao Ohio) 4(4'2 FLM W2. 
~: Ohio Op>. 2d ;'-*" 
42. State \ i.;uK.- ; . \ o ; r <>!) Oh io <Or,s _M 
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I)lade oi 11iv knaie w -
 n , , ( d i s c l o s e d b \ t he :aa ' a a • ai a ra re a id" •' .< a i s i a , . : : i , :: < 
use o r t h i e a i e n e d a s e hv t h e d e l e n d a n i . .. put .sel . \ a : : e '•'as a d a n g e r ais 
w e a p o n u r a i e r hi baa a t t e n d a n t c a a u m s t a n c e v w h e i e . a u c r o H e n n a ; a r; !e I•; a 
• aunp ia i rnna w a n e — w h o h a d b e e n hiK h h i k n a . . a e d c a e n d a i n s u i ^ e a i e d b v 
bulled t h e w a n e s - a ot t h e a u t o m o b i l e , i w a d u u : pt .-vku k n i i e v, : ih .. . . pen 
blade, a p p r o a c h e d a~e w i tnes s a n d t o o k his w a d e d n a u i e w w a t c h , a n d ;eiiaU' ais 
a.edal.5" S i u a i a r l v . a d h o n a h a p o c k e t k iu le was iu ' !a n o ! : , h e a d e a d h •• • e a a o i i 
aer se . tiie m a n n e r ::: winch t h e kn i t e h a d n e e d i r e d b \ -'ne d e t e n « i a i u a ; ; ; dae 
weainas a u h e t e d V.L.IC s n i h n e n t to b n n n ' Hie kn i i e w i ihu i t h e s t a t u t o r . d c a a i -
iion oi a d e a d h w e a p o n i a n \ t i l ing that 111 d i e : : a m n e r a u s u s e 01 a . - . ended 
use was «. a p a b l e <u ( a u s i n ^ dea i l i o r s e r i o u s bobiiv u n i n v ) where oae v : a i n i 
t e suhed (hat d i e d e u n d a n t h a d .s l ipped u p b e h i n d fain. ^ c a b b e d ham. p l a c e d a 
knite at ais t h r o a t , a i k e n his m o n c v . a n d s i a h h e d a i m m t h e s t o m a c h. a a i d i e 
victim i n r i h c r i c s d h e d that h e h a d b e e n - u a u a i e o a p o n :n a h o s p i t a l .a id .'aid 
conva l e sced in t h e h o s p i t a l for a p e r i o d oi 1;» d a v s . e v e n t h o u g h t h e r e was n o 
medical t c s a m o n v as to d i e n a t u r e oi d i e w o m a h . a n o t h e p o c k e t k n u e t aken 
b o m the d e f e n d a n t ' s p o s s e s s i o n h a d not hecai m i r o d u c e d i n t o e v i d c u u r a ' 1 A n d 
even d i e u a h a p a c k e t knife h a d a b l a d e o n h ! ' 2 ;>r J a u h e s lon tu it '.-.as u s e d 
as a d e a d h w e a p o n b e c a u s e t h e d e l e n d a n t b a c a t e n c o ^ e \ e r a ! t u n e s a . r a t d i e 
'hroat o! d i e w e n r n with i!ie k n i i e , a n d an e x p e r t leM. 'hed dia l i h e Anne in 
ques t ion was •. a p j u i e oi c a u s i n g d e a t h o r s e i i o u s b o d d ' . m j u i v to a p e i v a i if 
the kn i i e w e r e u s e d as t h r e a t e n e d hv t h e d e f e n d a n t a12 B a t a p o c k e t k n i t e with a 
4-inch h i a d e wa> m a a d e a d h ' w e a p o n , a l t h o u g h the v i: ; •: 11 r e e e i \ ' e d cans on nis 
elbow, I a n . neck M\(\ s t o m a c h d u r i n g has s i ruaa-ie widi t h e i o : m e r . a n d 
a l t hough a u i i i i ^ s t e s u h e d d ia l t h e d e t e n d a r a b a d m a c e a s i a s h u m n: >vement 
tow.nd d i e va i i i i i . w h a i c a p< >h( e o i h c e i les ! l i ied d a n 1 iaa \ a ! m i ' s w < ••nnds w e r e 
not s e i h . n * e n o a a n to r e q u i r e h o s p i t a l i z a t i o n <a s o u l ies , a n d a . e a u i i n 
icstiiied tha i h e a.id l a a r e c e i v e d a u \ m e d a ' a i a b e n d * ai l o r his M U - s e i i o u s 
hod ih ni j i i r \ ;o aae vict im was not s h o w n . AU^I t h e . - \ i d e n c e r e a a i d m a d i e 
m a n n e r of d i e u s e -a i n t e n d e d Use oi t he pov kei \ n i i e •• is i n su l in a a a ;.; MIOW 
that a was 1 a p a t a e ot c a u s i n i ; dea t i i o r s e r i o u s e a u r \ . ' " I h e e u d e i u c was a l so 
msuiiic leni :• snow d a d t h e kn i i e d i e d e j e n d . a u u s e d in a j o b b e r , was a 
d e a d h w e a p o n " w h e r e t h e kn i i e was not a . a " d u i e d a d o e v i d e u - . e . lie • a t e 
aid noi <-s!abhsh hs p o t e n t i a l lo r h a i m 1 • *: <. »- h h a h e i r a i o u e d m a - - to 
vXneri < ai w cap* a.-. .a id whe-re du% \ Kami < -! h e 1 •»!>i>*. : • \ \ . .s noi \». o a . a d e d a n d 
!esuhe<l ibaf !uc .^  t i n bai l o n h a < s ( u : e d 
ieel aa.\;c. ' : 
mi. a x i i i iiMiis V\ hi( h h o l d iha 
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fne:: though not ncrsoriaiiv present , one who was associated witr. diers lor 
"he commission of the crime mav be [ound guihv ol the crime itsei:.- ' and the 
indictment need not -peciiicallv charge the defendant with aiding .md abct-
::m.- Bin :•: ;md the deiendant guilty of armed robberv as an . ider and 
..;>ett<a. : i:e m\ would h a \ e !o mid that tne dciciuiar.l, . idiougn :.ot phvsi-
..ali\ "cresen: at the nine die robbery was committed, snared tbe criminal 
purpose oi the perpet ra tor and to die knowledge oi the pe rpe t ra to r was aiding 
• ;!' was in a DOMIIOII to aid him 2h 
Mere rereiot ol part of the goods taken m a robbetw does not make die 
recipient an accessory alUT the lact; he must perform some aci - t [personal 
assistance ! o ' die person who commuted the iohberv.~; 
5 11. Una rmed participant in armed robbery. 
In most jurisdictions where a distinction is made between robbery and 
.li'ined robbery. ,\n una rmed participant in a robbery in an armed associate is 
Limits of armed robber \ . J S 1 he ruie of joint responsibility applies e'er*; where 
the use of arms was unexpected and unplanned and without any intent on the 
part ol die unarmed participant.20 T o illustrate, .in unarmed getawa\ car driver 
u[ iutikuiu is uuiiu oi armed robberv wh.en Ins (oufedera tes oi accomplices 
"•nuuit a lobberv whiic armed with a dangerous weapon/ ' 0 And where one of 
iiree unarmed robbers searched the victim and found a revolver, winch he 
turned on the victim, his (wo companions were also guiltv of a rmed robbery, 
though thev had entered the place unarmed and had no intent to be armed.31 
ma the unarmed participant m a robberv ma\ not be guilt v u n d e r a statute 
prohibiting possession of a firearm during a robberv, where such a statute is 
Lcid to require actual, ra ther than vicarious, possession for a conviction.32 
I lie absence of evidence that the defendant himself was a rmed with a gun 
Ines not render inadmissible evidence as to the t \ pe of weapon has alleged 
in 1'inpiice used/*** 
- 1 . i : ^ \ s c a t •. IVx i . i ; : i n •">."> u s W ' j . j <d ,!cn J 7 \ \ :s LM t.VVi. I ;>h N \ V ' : , i " • • ! , c : i d e n 
.u : c s , 
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«iiu tiie uutt ing in rear must be sustained bv evidence oi ac ::•>. words, or 
circumstances reasonabiv calculated to effect that result.1*- T o illustrate, '.he 
evidence w.is suiiicient to snow that the victim was piaced m tear oi death or 
;^reat borlilv harm where it indicated that the defendant approached a bank 
teller with a note declaring that a ho ldup was in progress , that he made a 
statement impiving harm to the victim's familv. and that lie kept his hands out 
of" the victim's sight.w 
811!.Yore: The language of the Model Penal Code defining the offense of 
robberv when committed by threa ten ing another with serious bodily injury 
encompasses both verbal or o ther express offers of serious harm, and also 
implied threats sought to be communicated to the victim bv the actor 's 
conduct.94 T h e purposeful behavior by (he actor in communica t ing the 
threat of injury is what controls , not the victim's reaction to the actor 's 
conduct.95 
§ 25. —Use of unloaded, simulated, or pretended weapon. 
Where die crime charged is common-law robbery or its statutory equivalent, 
accomplished bv put t ing the victim in fear, it will not mat ter that the assailant 
used a gun that was in fact unloaded,9 6 or used a tov or simulated weapon,9 7 or 
even that he was actually unarmed and merely p re tend ing to have a weapon.SH 
It is sufficient that the victim believed he was in danger of bodilv injury, and 
that this overcame his wall and induced him to part with his property.*1 or that 
the robber 's conduct was calculated to produce this effect.1 For example , a 
conviction of robberv and simple assault was adequately suppor t ed by evi-
dence 'hat the defendant pressed someth ing :never identified: against the 
victim's side and announced a stick-up, even though the victim thought it was 
a joke and pushed the defendant awav (whereupon defendant g rabbed victim's 
purse); notwithstanding the vic t ims atypical reaction, the defendant ' s threat 
was calculated to place her in fear within the meaning of the siatuic.-
^ 26. —Threat of accusation, arrest, or prosecution. 
Courts ^encrailv refuse to recognize a mere threat to accu>e. arrest, or 
proNcc uic one for an alleged crime as on exercise of that con MI v live force 
'62. \\U-\M\ \ a.ttc (Ha App a-.: :is7 So 2d Annotation: 77 XI.R'Jd i i i J . ! ;jt> v loot-
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shows conclusi' en that he intent and ^ inoose / inc ueiend nit \ , C I C to 
<o mint robber a is harmless e n or 10 insi inr t the mr ' at tne\ ma^ ime. fv 
particular ntcnt hangco d the % oeheve «)CM)i d a tsoi able flan' i thar the 
issauit was commit ted cK liber a teh and was su<ni i*- u o «bie ( > be . t t^naco 
with dangerous consequences )o 
^ 91. Judgment, sentence , a*id punishment. 
I he general rules respecting judgments and scn ' e rce^ in completed iobberv 
eases also govern prosecut ions for at tempts ana assaults with intent to commit 
r o b b e n , in the absence of a m specific provision on die - u b j e c t ^ 1<OI example 
the sentence for the offense oi a t tempted i o b b e n nav be enhanced in 
accordance witn the applicable statutes but not where ue (actoi increasing 
the penalty is dn essential e lement of the i o b b e n orlense c h a i n e d 9 7 \nd 
where a t tempted i o b b e n and some other oi lense a ie charged verdicts finding 
the defendant guilt\ of a t t empted >obbet\ < nd not nuiltv of other otfenses 
charged are not necessanh inconsis tent 3 8 I bus there was no legal ineonsis 
tenc\ of verdict >f ^initv oi a t tempted a rmed i o b b e n and acquittal ot three 
counts of murde r where a comparison of tiV essential natutorv elements o 
it iempt and of the three forms of murder witn winch die defendant wa 
charged showed (hat each of the four offense*- %\ is distin i \ uh diiicren 
( omponent e lements , uid the ie was no logical iia ons'stencv in the \ercticts a 
ihev did not involve both acceptance and Jc jen ion of (he s une ( P e o n oi th 
case for the state or the same t h e o n <\[ defense 4 
Separate sentences for both of the offences c I'inoi oe imposed wheie th 
defendant is < onvicted of both a t tempted r o b b e n tnd a neces sanh include 
offense1 Moreover, the imposit ion ot sentences !oi both a t t empted lobbei 
and a necessanh included ofrense mav be r e u s e d on double jeopaic 
grounds as a fundamental e i ro i which mu\ be i used (or the nrst time c 
appeal * For example the defendants c o m ict 'ons [oi ^giavatcd b t u c n won 
be set iside pursuant T) the vtale statute providn g » -epaiatc sentences t< 
each e' ininal <alcnse v( hiding k s su nu hided o n u s e s m a piosecutic 
( harmn^ the defendants \a ih aggi iv aeu I it < v v t u mptcd n>Pix x with 
leadh weapon whcie the onl dcadh v< ,| n i, \ o h < in ihr incident * n 
boaict ased in s inking the wedm from die u u so
 t u mete \ is no wav 
p r ove he »ttcmptc i n b b e n with
 4 dc idh c a| n \ ithout proving t 
•ggrivared 1 i t ten * r net the s nen ' i impeded i t k ^ s e n n i h oi th n 
i times die Li v inn mict ion i; <i« t«- id u t e n t d boi \ n "idaw 
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•..session oi a i i reann wnile at tempting to . ommit a icemv am: a ' empieu 
r-'i/bcrv with a drcarm, was reversed on double jeopardy ^ r o u n d s / 
Sume jurisdictions require that the punishment for a t t empted :" obberv he 
irtciininecl in some set propor t ion to (he sentence author ized ior completed 
:<;bber\. One. b\ statute, sets the punishment ior an a t tempt inn;;; >onment at 
.; term not CM eedm/j one hall (he loudest term of imprisonmc! . . n o t n b e d 
Don cemictinn oi the oiicusc so a t tempted/ ' Anoiher jurisdiction ••.!'«>\ides m 
:'s- constitution that all penalties shall be p ropor t ioned to die oiicnse: under 
:his provision, the penaitv ior the lesser included offense oi assaiii: with intent 
j ; ; rob cannot exceed that ior the accomplished robbery." 
llll Reminder: Statutes of" the jurisdiction oi interest should be ionsu l ted . 
An\ ambiguity m the statutes authorizing die sentence ior ihe an erupted 
i^bberv should be resolved bv adopt ing ihe construction most ia ' .orabie to the 
.((used.7 For example, a defendant convicted of a t t empted n«nbei \ with a 
lacarin in wolation of the statute prolubibn'j, a t t empted robberv. which 
•orbade life impr isonment , and of the statute prohibi t ing robbcrv with a 
aiearni. which authorized \\ic imprisonment , was improper ly sentenced to a 
ale term oi imprisonment , because the statute was susceptible ;d diiferinir 
uaistructions." 
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PER CURIAM: 
Since this case was briefed to this Court, 
the Utah Court of Appeals rendered its 
decision in Kehl v. Schwendiman, 735 P.2d 
413 (Utah App.1987). In both that case 
and this, the district court had reversed an 
administrative suspension of a driver's li-
cense as not supported by a residuum of 
competent legal evidence. In both cases, 
the Department of Public Safety appealed, 
contending that the "residuum rule" should 
not apply to per se drivers' license revoca-
tion hearings or, alternatively, that there 
was sufficient competent evidence intro-
duced at the hearing to meet the require-
ment of the "residuum rule." 
The Kehl court affirmed the trial court's 
ruling that the examiner's order to suspend 
Kehl's driver's license was not supported 
by a residuum of legal evidence. The same 
is true in the case here under review. See 
also Harry v. Schwendiman, 740 P.2d 
1344 (Utah App.1987); Williams v. 
Schwendiman. 740 P.2d 1354 (Utah App. 
1987). 
The judgment is affirmed. 
- w \ 
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evidence aione to establish use of firearm 
or facsimile of firearm as required by ag-
gravated robbery statute, and (2) defendant 
was not entitled to cautionary eyewitness 
instruction. 
<+*-*/ 
'tah, Plainti: 
.;*: indent-
Vacated and remanded. 
1. Robbery e=ll 
In defining aggravated robbery, legis-
lature used very precise language that 
clearly requires use of a firearm or facsimi-
le thereof; issue under statute is not what 
was intended by defendant or what impres-
sion was made on victim, but what was 
used. U.C.A.1953, 76-6-302(l)(a). 
2. Robbery <3=>24.1(3) 
Defendant's menacing gesture accom-
panied by verbal threats indicating pres-
ence of a gun, without more, was not suffi-
cient evidence to establish use of firearm 
or facsimile of a firearm as required by 
aggravated robbery statute; no witness 
saw any part of a gun nor was there any 
evidence that defendant used a gun or fac-
simile thereof during commission of rob-
bery. U.C.A.1953, 76-6-302(l)(a). 
3. Robbery c=>ll 
Force and fear are elements of second-
degree robbery7; however, to sustain a con-
ion U-~r*r. aggravated robbery statute, 
firearm or facsimile thereof must be used 
bv defendant. U.C.A.1953, 7^-6-301. 7f>-
.. v. G lift 5 
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David L. Wilkinson. rhiri [*'. Dorius. Sait 
Lake City, for defendant and appidlaiu. 
HOWE, Justice: 
Defendant Harry F. Suniville appeals 
from his jury conviction of aggravated rob-
bery, a felony of the first degree. Utah 
Code Ann. § 76-6-302 (1978). " 
On February 28, 1986, during the noon 
hour, a man subsequently identified as de-
fendant entered the Mountain America 
Credit Union in Midvale, Utah. He was 
wearing a dark ski mask over his face, a 
long gold-yellow parka-type coat, and blue-
jeans. As he approached the teller, Suzette 
Anderson, his right hand was inside his 
coat pocket which he lifted over the coun-
ter. At the trial, Anderson testified that 
the pocket was "up over the counter like he 
had a gun" and that "something was point-
ing at me in his pocket." She further 
testified that the man did not tell her he 
had a gun, that he did not show her a gun, 
and that she did not see a gun or anything 
that even resembled a gun. Rather, he 
said, "This is a robber/, don't turn it into a 
homicide. Give me all of your money." 
The man demanded "big bills" from 
Anderson and warned her not to try to give 
him the "bait monpy " With his left har.u. 
he grabbed approximately £1,500. put it in. 
his pocket, and turned to leave. As he 
approachpH t-^ n ^oor, he caid, "If aavor.^ 
tries to follow me. I will blast you." Hi? 
ri^ht hand remained in his coat "~vke~ 
throughout the entire incident. 
The State called ^-vp'T>i w i m * ^ ^ "•:._• 
testified that they saw the man hiee f r ' r . 
Two '.]•• r workers. Harry !',ark»'• a . i 
Jeffrey 'hit. >aw the mar, raa f:v::. :..•• 
credit union and observed him from within 
fifteen feet. Though Barker saw "some-
thing" in his right hand, he "couldn't tell 
what it was," and neither Barker nor Hill 
could testify that the man had a gun. 
Both, however, identified defendant from 
police photos and later made an in-eourt 
identification of him. 
A fourth worker, Nick Dubois, watched 
the man enter a chocolate brown 1970-75 
model Camero with chrome beauty rims 
that were bent and "flashed" as the car 
drove away. There were no license rhates 
on the car. Although he could not identify 
defendant, within "a week and a half." 
Dubois and a police officer identified the 
same "chocolate brown Camero" parked in 
front of defendant's residence. Defendant 
was later arrested while driving the Came-
ro and charged with aggravated robbery. 
No gun was found in defendant's car ^r 
home, an : at trial there was no testimony 
that anvene actually saw a run during tn--
course o: :hr- robbery. 
I. 
Defendant contends that tuere wa> ;- ••;*' 
ficient e*"'ue:ice to establish the as* 
firearm or a facsimile of a firearm cu.vi.-
the course ^f the robherv .?"»d that, 'it :u~ t. 
the offense committed was robbery. - -•••• 
ond depTP-' felonv under Utah Crx\Q ' " 
;; 7rUUsY:l ; 19T«). In 1975. tu:C ]".:.: 
- .U-. :u : _r:m-nr part.: 
STATE v. SUNIVILLE 
CUcas74» P.2d 96! (Utah H87> 
t-Ttah 963 
(2) Aggravated robbery is a felony of 
the first degree. 
Prior to the 1975 amendment, section 76-6-
302(l)(a) simply read: "uses a deadly weap-
on." 
With this backdrop of legislative change, 
we must determine whether defendant 
used a firearm or a facsimile of a firearm 
while robbing the Mountain America Credit 
Union. Specifically, due to the fact that 
none of the witnesses saw a gun, we must 
decide whether defendant's menacing ges-
ture accompanied by threats indicating the 
presence of a gun constitutes a "facsimile 
of a firearm" under the statute. The stat-
ute does not contain a definition of the 
word "facsimile." Common usage of the 
word, however, is quite clear from other 
sources. A facsimile is "an exact copy, 
preserving all the marks of the original." 
Black's Law Dictionary 531 (rev. 5th ed. 
1979, and 4th ed. 1968, at 706). It is "[a]n 
exact and precise copy of anything," or 
"[a]n exact reproduction, for example, the 
signature reproduced by rubber stamp." 
Ballentine's Law Dictionary 449 (3d ed. 
1969). Webster defines facsimile as "L 
Aci of making a copy; imitation. 2. An 
Hxact and detailed copy of anything, as of a 
book, document, painting, or statute . . . (a) 
[t]o be an exact copy of." Webster's New 
international Dictionary 4J08 (2d ea. 
19381 
This Court has previously considered the 
"facsimile of a firearm'* language of sec-
tion 76-6-302 in State v. Turner, 572 P.2d 
Zbl (Utah 1377). In that case, the defend-
a grocery store. At trial, the victim, who 
was an employe:-, testified that "one to two 
inches of a i;un carrel was protruding from 
.ho robbery.'' 7...-::cr. 572 '. .2d at ",S£. 
"con arrest. ..o ;.;:: was nunc. Concern-
reproduction, for example, the signature 
reproduced by a rubber stamp. 
Instruction No. 12: You are further 
instructed that a facsimile of a firearm is 
any instrument that by its appearance 
resembles a firearm. 
Turner, 572 P.2d at 389. 
In Turner, we held that instruction Nos. 
11 and 12 did not make the statutory 
phrase, "facsimile of a firearm," so vague 
as to make the statute unconstitutional as 
applied, nor did we find that instruction 
No. 12 expanded the meaning of "facsimi-
le" beyond its proper definition. In so 
holding, the Court accepted Webster's defi-
nition of "facsimile" as an "act of making 
copy, imitation" and cited the New York 
case of People v. Delgardo, 1 Misc.2d 821, 
146 N.Y.S.2d 350 (1955), to define the word 
"imitation": 
The word imitation when applied to 
pistols and revolvers means so nearly 
resembling the genuine as to mislead, 
with the apparent object of producing, 
and likely to produce, upon the minds of 
those against whom it is to be used, the 
belief that the imitation weapon is capa-
ble of producing all the injurious conse-
quences to the victim as the use of the 
genuine article itself. [146 N.Y.S.2d at 
p. 356.] 
Turner. 572 ?.2d at 389. The Court found 
instruction >"o. 12 to be a ''sensible inter-
pretation" 
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any object with i\v:. ini»ji:i. L*J make '.no 
victim believe there is a gun and that the 
victim reasonably could believe there is a 
gun. that whatever object is being used 
is, in fact, a facsimile of a firearm, 
whether it is a piece of pipe in the pocket 
or a plastic gun or even a finger, if that 
is perceived by the victim as being a gun 
and it is intended by the perpetrator to 
be a gun or to at least make the victim 
think it is a gun, I believe we have the 
elements necessary to meet requirements 
of aggravated robber/. 
The State cites several cases from other 
jurisdictions where the subjective analysis 
has been used to hold that the representa-
tions of an unarmed robber which convey 
the impression that he is armed will bring 
the offense within the statutes proscribing 
actual armed robbery. Each case, how-
ever, was decided under statutory lan-
guage broader than that contained in our 
section 76-6-302 and thus allows such an 
interpretation, for example: State v. Hop-
son, supra, where armed robber; may be 
established "by use or threat of use of a 
dangerous weapon or any article used or 
fashioned in a manner to lead the victim 
reasonably to believe that it is a dangerous 
• vcauun . . . . »y lu .o ta t .^nl i . v: v~*o. o&\ i /iui. 
(!•) (1985); Ureedlove \. State, 482 So.2a 
1277 iAla.Crim.App.1985), where "an arti-
cle used or fabhioned in a manner to lean 
any person who is present reasonably * -
a!iovr it *o be a Jeadlv wearon cr '.:?.r.£." 
:he object felt like a gun; Stat*' v. 
Henderson, 84 Wash.App. S65. 664 P.2d 
1291 11983), where subjective analysis is 
allowed under V/.ash.Rev.Code § 9A.56.-
2Q0(l)(b) to determine "what appears to be 
a firearm or other deadly weapon...." It 
is obvious that had the Utah Legislature 
intended for the subjective analysis to be 
used in aggravated robbery cases, it could 
have written a statute employing language 
which would adnut of that analysis. In-
s t e a d , the legislature was very precise and 
utilized language that clearly requires the 
use of a firearm or a facsimile thereof. 
The issue, under our statute, is not what 
was intended by defendant or what impres-
sion was made on the victim, but what v.-as 
used. 
[2] While we recognize the validity of 
the subjective analysis in the cases cited 
above, neither section 76-6-302 nor Stare 
v. Turner allows for such an analysis. In 
Turner, the victim testified that he -aw 
one to two inches of a gun barrel protrud-
ing from underneath the defendant's shir: 
LAYTON CITY v. BENNETT 
Cite aa 741 P 2d 965 (UtahApp. 1987) 
Defendant's menacing gesture accompa-
nied by verbal threats is not sufficient evi-
dence alone to establish the use of a fire-
arm or a facsimile of a firearm. To hold 
otherwise would pervert the language of 
section 76-6-302 and erode the statutory 
distinction between robbery and aggrava-
ted robbery. We find a recent decision of 
the Supreme Court of Kentucky to be per-
suasive. In a case with facts very similar 
to the present case, the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky supported the defendant's con-
viction of first degree robbery by assert-
ing: "It is not fatal that appellant threat-
ened with an unseen weapon or instru-
ment The culpability of the defend-
ant's intent is manifested by his threat of 
physical harm and danger to the victim 
exists from the response to fear he per-
ceives as reasonable." Williams v. Com-
monwealth, 721 S.W.2d 710, 712 (Ky.1986). 
Reversing the conviction, the Court re-
sponded: 
This, however, does not distinguish it 
from second degree robbery in which the 
threat of physical force is the gravamen. 
A response of perceiving danger is quite 
real under threat: however, such cannot 
,erve to convert something merely spec-
ilated upon ia weapon or instrument) 
r^irn published existence.. Without 
"M """tnimcrt'c e,Ter bemsr seen an 'n-
iimidating threat albeit coupled with i 
.lenacmg gesture cannot suffice to meet 
he standard necessary for a first-degree 
"c'jbcrv conviction Without some-
Utah 965 
II. 
[4] Finally, defendant argues that the 
trial court abused its discretion by refusing 
to give a requested cautionary eyewitness 
instruction as required by this Court in 
State v. Long, 721 P.2d 483 (Utah 1986). 
We find no error. Our decision in Long 
directed that "in cases tried from this day 
forward, trial courts shall give such an 
instruction whenever eyewitness identifica-
tion is a central issue in a case and such an 
instruction is requested by the defense." 
Long, 721 P.2d at 492. Because the case at 
bar was tried, and a verdict reached, before 
our decision in Long was filed, the trial 
court was not bound by Long, 
Even absent the requirement of Long, 
the trial court did not abuse its discretion 
by refusing the requested instruction. The 
State presented corroborating testimony 
from several eyewitnesses regarding the 
identity of defendant. In turn, defense 
counsel's closing argument sufficiently 
alerted the jury to the possibility of error 
:n eyewitness identification. 
Defendant's conviction of aggravated 
robbery under section 76-6-302 is vacated. 
The conviction is reduced to robbery, a 
felony of the second degree under section 
75-6-301, and the case is remanded to the 
'rial court for defendant to be resentenced. 
^'VLL C J STEWART. A?cnci?.te 
" I., and DURHAM and ZIMMERMAN. 
' « concur 
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Judicial Jabberwocky or Uniform Constitutional 
Protection? Strickland v. Washington and 
National Standards for Ineffective Assistance of 
Counsel Claims 
And, as in ujfish thought he stood, 
The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame 
Came whiffling through the tulgey uood, 
And burbled as it came.1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In Strickland v. Washington,2 che United States Supreme 
Court at long last articulated uniform standards for reviewing 
claims alleging actual ineffectiveness of counsel or actual errors in 
the way a lawyer conducts a criminal defense. A defendant who 
pleaded guilty to several charges of murder and was sentenced to 
death claimed that appointed counsel was ineffective in helping 
mitigate his sentence.3 After a lengthy appeal process, the Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals agreed that defendant's counsel was not 
reasonably effective and that defendant was possibly prejudiced.4 
The Supreme Court reversed and held that counsel had been rea-
sonably effective and that defendant had failed to show prejudice, 
a reasonable probability that, but for the alleged errors, the result 
would have been different.5 
The dual holding in Strickland is the first attempt by the 
United States Supreme Court to establish uniform standards for 
reviewing ineffectiveness claims. While significant for this reason, 
the decision casts some doubts on the actual scope of sixth amend-
ment protection the Court is willing to give criminal defendants. 
1. Jabberwocky has been denned ay meaningless speech, wriiir.. r palter. WKB-
-TKKS THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 120i> (1976). The lull text oi the poem Jabber-
. V\ may be found in LOGICAL NONSENSE: THE COMPLETE WORKS, OF LEWIS CAKUOL 170, 
'"1 P. Blackburn & L. White eds. 1942) [hereinafter cited as LCCICAL NONSENSE). 
2. 104 S. Ct. 2052 (1984). 
•'•!. Id. at 20~>3. 
•i. Washington v. Strickland, 693 F.2d 12-,3, 1263-64 <r)th < .:. 19M2). ra d. 104 S. Ct. 
_"">'j U9S1). 
".. Strn Kinrui. 104 S. Ct. .A 2071. 
723 
2120. Patterson, 432 U.S. at 210. The Court repeatedly Has stated mat "[tjhe Due Process 
Clause requires the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable doubt all of the elements included in 
the definition of the offense of which the defendant is charged." Id. (emphasis added). The same 
constitutional limits that restrict the states' power to define the elements of substantive crimes, 
however, apply to their power to allocate the burden of proof through affirmative defenses. Id. For 
example, the labels attached by a state legislature or a state supreme court are not dispositive as to 
what constitutes a valid affirmative defense. Cooper v. North Carolina, 702 F.2d 481, 484 (4th Cir. 
1983). Federal courts will instead employ functional analysis to determine whether a state has 
impermissibly incorporated the absence of an affirmative defense into the elements of a crime. Id. 
1210V. Patterson v. New York, 432 U.S. 197, 210 (1977). The Supreme Court recognized that 
legislative abuses in the definition of crimes may occur. Responding to the concern that states 
would have unlimited power to redefine crimes to the detriment of the accused, the Court stated 
that there are "constitutional limits beyond which the states [and the federal government] may not 
go" in defining the elements of a crime. Id. For instance, a state cannot declare an individual guilty 
or presumptively guilty, nor can it command that the filing of an indictment or mere proof of the 
identity of the accused create a presumption of all facts necessary to find guilt. Id 
2102. See Stepniewski v. Gagnon, 732 F.2d 567, 571 (7th Cir. 1984) ("[traditional common law 
offenses, such as murder and assault, usually require some showing of intent'* before being 
punishable). 
2103. See Speiser v. Randall, 357 U.S. 513, 523 (1958) (state or federal government's definition of 
offense unconstitutional under due process clause if "it offends some principle of justice so rooted in 
the traditions and conscience of our people as to be ranked as fundamental"). 
XM /^e. u ^ l l 
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PROOF ISSUES 
Proving Elements Beyond A Reasonable Doubt. In In re Winship,209* the 
Supreme Court held that the due process clause requires the government to 
prove beyond a reasonable doubt every element of the crime with which a 
defendant is charged.2095 If the government fails to sustain its burden of 
proof2096 on any element, the defendant must be acquitted.2097 The defend-
2094. 397 U.S. 358 (1970). 
2095. Id at 364. In Winship, a family court judge, relying on a New York statute, found a 
juvenile defendant to be delinquent by a preponderance of the evidence and rejected the juvenile's 
argument that guilt had to be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. Id at 360. In reversing the 
conviction, the Court held that the safeguard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt is as necessary in a 
delinquency proceeding as other safeguards, such as the right to counsel and the privilege against 
self-incrimination, which had been guaranteed m previous cases. Id at 368. The Court articulated 
three interests that the reasonable doubt standard protects. First, it protects the defendant's interest 
in being free from uniustificd loss of liberty. Id. at 363. Second, it protects the defendant from the 
sugmatization resulting from conviction. Id at 364. Third, it engenders community confidence in 
the criminal law bv giving "concrete substance" to the presumption of innocence. Id In this re-
gard, the Court stated that "fit] is critical that the moral force of the criminal law not be diluted by 
a standard of proof that leaves people in doubt whether innocent men-are^bcing condemned." Id 
In his concurring opinion, Justice Harlan noted that the standard is "bottomed on a fundamental 
value determination of our society that it is far worse to convict an innocent man than to let a guilty 
man go free." Id at 372 (Harlan, J., concurring). 
Winship applies to elements that distinguish a more serious crime from a less serious one, and to 
those elements that distinguish criminal from noncriminal conduct. Thus, a state may not distin-
guish between similar offenses that have different maximum penalties without requiring the prose-
cution to prove beyond a reasonable doubt the facts upon which the distinction turns. See Mullaney 
v Wilbur, 421 U.S. 684, 704 (1975) (statute requiring defendant to prove element that distinguished 
murder from manslaughter unconstitutional). 
2096 The burden of proof consists of two parts: the burden of production and the burden of 
persuasion. The burden of production is the burden of producing enough evidence to put a fact in 
issue. The burden of production usually is borne by the party who first pleaded the existence of a 
fact not yet in issue, but it can shift from one party to another. If a party fails to sustain its burden 
of production, it is subject to an adverse ruling by the court. For instance, the prosecution has the 
burden of production on every file.ro, enj "f the offense charged If the government fails to produce 
sufficient evidence for any element, the mdge may direct a verdict in_the defendant's favor See 
LAFAVE & SCOTT, CRIMINAL LAW § 1 8 (2d ed. 1986); MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE §§ 336-37 (3d 
ed. 1984) 
The burden of persuasion is the burden of convincing the factfinder that a fact in issue should be 
decided a certain way The due process clause places on the prosecution the burden of persuasion 
on every element of the crime charged, only rarely does the burden shift to the defendant Any 
shifting of the burden of persuasion must withstand constitutional scrutiny Patterson v New 
York. 432 US 197. 210-11 (1977V 
2097 Winship. 397 U S at 363, see U S ex rel Hickey v Jeffes, 571 F 2d 762, 764 (3d Cir 1978) 
(government's failure to prove absence of license beyond reasonable doubt required reversal of con-
viction in prosecution for carrying unlicensed firearm), Mason v Balkcom, 669 F 2d 22?. g24-26 
(5th Cir) (government's failure to prove malice and intent required reversal of convictionjn prose-
cution for murder), cert denied 460 U S 1016 (1982), Stacy v Love, 679 F 2d 1209, 1213-14 (6th 
Cir) (state's failure to prove that defendant could appreciate wrongfulness of conduct or had capac-
ity to conform conduct to requirements of law required reversal of conviction in prosecution for first 
degree murder), cert denied 459 U S 1009 (1982), Tamapua v Shimoda, 796 F 2d 261, 263 (9th 
Cir 1986) (state's failure to produce any evidence of defendant's unauthonzed control required 
<•$. 
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Plain Error. When a defendant has not preserved an objection for appellate 
review, a federal court of appeals will consider the claim only if it constitutes 
"plain error."2678 The Supreme Court has characterized plain errors as those 
that if not reversed on appeal would affect "substantive rights" and so preju-
dice a jury's deliberations as to undermine the fundamental fairness of the 
trial and contribute to a "miscarriage of justice."2679 To determine if a ruling 
2678. FED. R CRIM. P. 52(b) states that "fpllain errors or defects affecting substantial rights^ 
may be noticed although they were not brought to the attention of the court," Id. The rationale for 
the doctrine is that the "loss of fundamental rights outweighs values hehmH mlfs insisting upon an j 
•abjection." Sawyer v. Butler, 881 F.2d 1273, 1285-86 (5th Cir. 1989) (defendant's claim that prose-
cutor committed Caldwell error by misleading capital jury about responsibility for sentencing deci-
sions observable on appeal as plain error even absent any objection below; no plain error found), 
aff'd, 110 S. Ct. 2822(1990). 
Appellate courts generally apply the plain error rule cautiously. See U.S. v. Atkinson, 297 U.S. 
157, 159-60 (1936) (considerations of fairness to court and parties and of the public interest in 
bringing litigation to an end demand that exceptions to contemporaneous-objection requirement 
limited to errors that are "obvious, or otherwise seriously affect the fairness, integrity, or public 
reputation of judicial proceedings"); U.S. v. Frady, 456 U.S. 152, 163 n.14 (1982) (plain error rule 
authorizes appellate courts to correct only "particularly egregious errors," and, as such, should be 
used "sparingly, solely in circumstances in which a miscarriage of justice would otherwise result"); 
U.S. v. Garcia, 897 F.2d 1413, 1422 (7th Cir. 1990) (plain error rule should be applied cautiously 
and only where fundamental error so basic that justice cannot have been done); U.S. v. Neumann, 
887 F.2d 880, 882 (8th Cir. 1989) (court of appeals will apply plain error rule sparingly and only 
where necessary to prevent miscarriage of justice), cert denied, 110 S. Ct. 2210 (1990); U.S. v. 
Armstrong, 898 F.2d 734, 740 (9th Cir. 1990) (plain error found only m "exceptional circum-
stances."); U.S. v. Reyes Vasquez, 905 F.2d 1497, 1501 (11th Cir. 1990) (plain error doctrine is to 
be applied sparingly). 
2679. U.S. v. Young, 470 U.S. 1, 16 (1985); see Hernandez-Hernandez v. U S., 904 F.2d 758, 763 
(1st Cir. 1990) (test for plain error is whether failure to reverse leads to "gross miscarriage of< 
justice"); U.S. v. Colon. 905 F.2d 580, 588 (2d Cir. 1990) (plain error is error so obvious that trial 
ludge and prosecutor were derelict in countenancing it, even absent defendant's timely assistance m 
detecting uV U.S. v. Berkery, 889 F.2d 1281, 1285 (3d Cir. 1989) (look to obviousness of error, 
significance of interest protected, senousness of error m particular case, reputation of judicial pro-
ceeding if error uncorrected—all with "eye" towards avoiding "manifest injustice"), U.S. v 
Polowichak, 783 F 2d 410, 416 (4th Cir. 1986) (error not plain when "not so egregious as to under-
mine the fundamental fairness of the trial and bring about a miscarriage of justice"), U.S. v Her-
nandez, 891 F.2d 521, 527 (5th Cir. 1989) (plain error is error so great it cannot be cured at tnal;\ 
ewor must be "obvious, substantial and so basic and prejudicial that resulting trial lacks fnnriamen-) 
tal elements of justice"), cert denied, 110 S. Ct 1935 (1990); U.S. \ Rodriguez, 882 F 2d 1059, 
1064 (6th Cir. 1989) (plain error limited to those so objectionable they should have been apparent to 
trial judge or that strike at fundamental fairness, honesty, or public reputation of trial) cert, denied, 
110 S. Ct. 1144 (1990); U.S. v White, 903 F 2d 457, 466-67 (7th Cir. 1990) (plain error is error not 
only palpably wrong but also likely to cause outcome of trial to be mistaken; reversal possible only 
to avert actual miscamage of mstice); US.v Fuller, 887 F 2d 144, 148 (8th Cir. 1989) (plain errorX^  
affects substantial rights of defendant resulting in miscamage of mstice). cert, denied, 110 S Ct. 
2592(1990), U.S. v Power, 881 F 2d 733, 735 (9th Cir. 1989) (plain error is highly prejudicial error 
affecting substantial rights), US v Hooks, 780 F 2d 1526, 1532 (10th Cir.) (plain error extends 
only to particularly egregious errors, those errors that seriously affect fairness, integrity, or public 
reputation of judicial proceedings), cert denied. 475 U S 1128 (1986) L S v Elkins. 885 F 2d 775 
(1 lth Cir. 1989) (plain error consists of error which, when examined in context of entire case, is so 
obvious that failure to notice it would substantially affect fairness, lniegntv. and public reputation 
of ludicial proceedings), cert, denied, 110 S. Ct 1300 (1990): U.S v Perholtz, 842 F 2d 343, 36 V 
» 
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